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todays patch is going to feature a large number of
improvements, including more balance changes, a

ton of bugfixes, a ton of costume additions, and
some big additions that will hopefully make pve
more entertaining. last but not least, this patch

includes the first real big addition to the cargo ship,
the loot pools. no, you don’t have to worry about the
pipes anymore, simply put loot in the crates and get
that sweet loot! unconfirmed that the cargo ship will

be added on the main branch this month, as the
developer is currently focusing on oceanbound. until
then we will continue to test the new items as they
are added to the development branch. we will be

starting with the containers and the loot table. next
month's update will be called cargo ship 2121,

which will follow the official rust monthly update
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naming conventionwe've added a crew member to
your ship now, and he's looking for a way off this
boat.let's get started! ;-) yeah, i just keep hearing
about it, people are just like, "look, i can get rust

running in linux, and i'm gonna try it, tell me what to
do." to which i say, "install it on a vm, it's that

simple, you're an adult, that's all you need to know."
as a fan of the game it really pained me to see the

un-updated version of the game on steam; although
if rust.exe is indeed a symbol of the fun of rust and

'the crast' is for all the developers that update it
constantly, then we can say we are happy :dsteam
[steam webpage] rust on steam heart of the rust

heart of rust on playsaurus for those who use wine,
we have an updated version of rust, the version you
want is rust_2211_update_june_22nd_2014_bst_18th

_2015.exe, but you have to install 2 patches first,
and they are: rust_2211_update_june_22nd_2014_bs
t_18th_2015.zip and rust_2211_update_june_22nd_2
014_bst_18th_2015_x64_windows_installer.zip. you
can get them from here: the github as usual, please

leave feedback here or at the rust steam group.
also, please be aware that any feedback in this
thread will be considered for the next patch, if

there's something you want to be in there, then
leave a comment before the official update.
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